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Unit :  10   

(A)Fill in the spaces with words from the list :  

(  crew – accidently –  Turn off – wander   -   fiction  ) 

1. It was an interesting  flight .The captain and his ………………served us gently. 

2.   ……………………..…the radio please. I want to sleep.  

 3.Let's………………………… in this beautiful garden. 

4.The little boy fell…………..……… into a deep hole , and the police could rescue him. 

(B) Match the words with their definitions :  

1) notice          ( ) A book or a document written by hand. 

2) manuscript   ( ) relating to towns and cities. 

4) charity        ( ) an organization that helps the poor. 

      ( ) to see and be aware of something. 

(C ) Write these words in sentences  

(  stare  -   rare   -     suffer  -    voyage  ) 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………..... 

 (D)Choose the right answer  :  

1-We were so late for the meeting  so we …………………to take a taxi. 

a. had to    b. didn't have to           c. has to           d- have to 

2 -  Do you know……….…..about the Pyramids? 

       a) everything           b)anything                  c)everyone    d- any one 

3- I……………….to study for the exam. So I can’t come to the party.  

       a. have  b. has       c. had                      d- didn’t have 
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( E ) Do as shown between brackets. 

1. I had to study for the exam yesterday .               (Make Negative) 

…………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

2. Anwar likes swimming. Jabber likes swimming.                                (Both………..and) 

………………………………………………………………..………………………….. 

 3. People make cars in Japan.                             (Change into  passive) 

    Cars   …………………………………………………………..…………………….. 

4. Ali had to study English yesterday.                                (Make a question) 

…………………………………………………………………………………………. 

5. She read the book "quick".                             (Correct the adjective ) 

……………………………………………………………………………………..….. 

 (F) What would you say in the following situations: 

1-Your brother suffers from some bruises. 

……………………………………………………………………………………………… 

2 – Your sister can't get the directions in the desert . 

        …………………………………………………………………………………………… 

 

 (G)Answer the following questions : 

Unit :10     Lesson :1-2 

  - “ Once ,there  lived a proud old astronomer. He know everything about the universe “   

1-What does the astronomer study ? 

……… …………………………………………………………………. … 

  2 -What  equipment  does the astronomer use ? 

………………………………………………………………………………….  
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Unit :10 Lesson :3-4 

-   “ The amazing stories Sindbad  the sailor have entertained generations of readers.  “ 

1-.How did Sindbad  make his voyage ? 

…………………………………………………………………………………. 

2-Define  a dhow ? 

……………………………………………………………………………….... 

3-Sailors  face some problems in their voyages  .Mention some : 

…………………………………………………………………………………. 

Unit  :10 Lesson :   5 -6 

“ This week we’re asking you  about how you help the environment . In 0ur school we did 

project called Reduce, Reuse , Recycle . “                                                                          

1.How can we reduce using water and energy ? 

………………………………………………………………………………………. 

2.How can we keep the environment clean ? 

……………………………………………………………………………………... 

3 – What can you do with old  bottles and tins? 

…………………………………………………………………………………….. 

 

( Unit  11 ) 

( A) Fill in the spaces with words from the list :   

      (burnt down – outdoor – handle – inventor – expensive ) 

    1.Thomas Edison is really a famous ………………………………… 

     2.The building was …………….……………but  firemen could save it. 

3.The ………………………is broken and I can’t open the door . 

4. I am interested in practicing ………………………….…activities. 
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 (B) Match  the following words with their definitions :  

     

1. fictional  ( ) relating to a machine or a toy . 

 

2. light bulb    ( ) become separated from the main part. 

 

3. fall off  ( ) a light gives out heat but cannot be seen. 

 

4. wind up  (  ) the glass object inside a lamp. 

 

   ( ) imaginary from a book or a story . 

 

(C)Write these words in sentences : 

(  experiment  –  illness  -   invent  –  infrared   ) 

1- ……………………………………………………………………………………… 

2- ………………………………………………………………………………………. 

3- ……………………………………………………………………………………….. 

4- ………………………………………………………………………………………… 

 

(D) Choose the right answer  :   

1. Neither Ali--------------------Ahmad likes swimming. 

 a. or          b. either  c. nor.                             d- and. 

     2. I've not seen Ali since Monday. He ----------------be ill. 

 a. couldn't          b. can't            c. must.                            d-mustn’t. 

    3.I'm going to visit you in Paris------------------Friday. 

 a. on           b. in   c. at.                                  d-by. 

 

(E)Do as shown between brackets.   

 

1. I ''help" ………………………. my father this afternoon.  (Correct the Verb ) 

2. Ahmad is a good boy. He plays tennis well.  (Join the sentences ) 

……………………………………………………………………………………………..…… 

3. They are going to play in the club tomorrow.  (Ask a question) 

……………………….………………………………………………………………………… 
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Match the following :  

 1. I'm suffering from a severe headache.            (     )   Maybe a mobile. 

2. I can type a hundred words a minute.              (     )   It's a good idea. 

3. What's in that box ?                                          (     )   It's better to consult a doctor.  

                                                                              (     )   I don't believe you, prove it. 

 

Complete the following dialogue: 

 

1. A: The weather is very cold. 

         B: --------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

2. A: I like walking under the rain. 

    B:-------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

3. A: When does it rain in Kuwait? 

    B: ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------  

 

Answer the following questions : 

(1) "Scientists do experiments." Why ? 

……………………………………………………………………………………… 

(2) "Thomas Edison invented a lot of important inventions" Mention two. 

a)……………………………………………..    b)………………………………………  

(3) What did Trevor Baylis invent? 

…………………………………………………………………………………… 

4.How many colours  are there in the rainbow? 

 

…………………………………………………………………………… 

 

  5.How does the rainbow happen? 

 

   ……………………………………………………………………………… 
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Unit 12 

 (A) Choose the correct answer from a,b,c, and d : 

 

1. The roof was ………………………………. by the storm. 

a. damaged   b. boiled  c. turned off  d. dissolved 

  2. I've got ………………….fingers after eating that ice-cream. 

         a. creative           b. sticky  c. immune                  d. dramatic 

  3. Please, don't……………………. me in your family argument. 

        a. involve           b. chew  c. explode                 d. approach 

 

 Do as shown between brackets  : 

 

 1.If the lesson is difficult, I ( ask ) …………………my teacher.      ( Correct the Verb) 

  2.You ( catch ) ………………… the bus if you leave soon .                (Correct the Verb ) 

3. If you sleep early, ………………………………………………..    (Complete) 

  4.If you don't play sports, …………………………………………..     (Complete) 

 

 ( D)Write what you would say in the following situations :  

  

1-Your friend says : "white clothes reflect the sun’s rays''. 

………………………………………………………………..………………………  

2-Your little sister is looking directly at the sun . 

……………………………………………………………………………….……… 

3- Your friend wants to be a famous inventor . 

………………………………………………………………………………………. 
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(E)Answer the following questions : 

 1- "Louis Pasteur created vaccines accidentally'' define a vaccine. 

……………………………………………..………………………………………… 

 2. There are several ways of being creative like : 

a)……………………………………………b)…………………………………… 

3 . What will happen if you don't breathe while you are chewing? 

…………………………………………………………………………….………… 

4. If you remove the air from inside a tin, what will happen? 

………………………………………………………………………….……………… 

5-Why is it  harmful to look directly at the sun? 

………………………………………………………………………………                                           

   6. Which clothes are best in the sun? why? 

…………………………………………………………………….……………….. 

  11. Why are vaccines important? 

…………………………………………………..…………………………………… 

Spelling 

Correct the spelling mistakes of  the underlined words  : 

1-You shouldn’t look at the sun  direktli  or  you’ll dameje  your eyes. 

………………………………                      …………………………………… 

2-If you vacsinate  your  child , his body will be immyne to the diseases. 

……………………………                          ……………………………… 

Composition 

Write an e-mail of ( 8 sentences) to your friend ''Amany'' telling her about ''How to save 

The environment'' with the help of the following guide words: 

(Reuse – papers – plastic bags / save – energy / turn off – lights / awareness  - 

Environment / grow – fruits – vegetables / collect – rain water / adapt – rare – animals 
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Reading Comprehension  

          Christopher Columbus -an Italian sailor known as the one who discovered America- 

wanted to sail to India across the Atlantic Ocean, but he didn't have any money for the voyage, 

whether to buy a ship or to pay for the seamen. The king of Spain heard about Columbus and 

supplied him with three small ships. Columbus managed to find eighty eight men ready to sail 

with him. The voyage started in August 3rd 1492. It was very long and very hard, too. They 

faced many dangerous things in the sea like strong storms, strange fish and huge animals.  

two months had passed but they could reach no land. All the sailors felt afraid, got very angry 

with Columbus and were about to throw him into the sea. Suddenly, they were very happy to 

see an island, which was near America. They anchored their ships, landed on the island. 

A-Choose the right answer from a, b or c:(4X1= 4) 

1. The word "supplied" means …………………..… 

a. borrowed                           b. gave                                            c. stole 

2. The suitable title for the passage is …………………. 

a. Lost in the sea                   b. The strong king                           c. Christopher Columbus 

3. The word “It” refers to …………………… 

a. the voyage                         b. Christopher Columbus               c. the island 

 

B-Say whether these sentences are true or false: (5X1= 5) 

4. The voyage started in April 3rd 1492.                    (     ) 

5. Columbus was a rich man.                                     (     )   

6. The king of France heard about Columbus.            (     ) 

 

C- Answer the following questions: (3X1= 3) 

7. How many sailors agreed to go with Columbus? 

………………………………………………………………. 

8. What did the sailors want to do when they got lost? 
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................................................................................................. 

 

 

Sing or Work 

 

''Dad's garage is so big that he has   three  separate workshops  and  he  employs  forty  

mechanics  and  over a hundred other  staff ." 

 

2- a- What  does  the foreman do ? 

…………………………………………………………………………… 

    b- Why do you think  Don lost interest  in his work   ? 

…………………………………………………………………………… 

 

 

 


